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Musical strings play important roles in the timbre of a stringed instrument. An in-

strument installed with different strings can produce very different sounds. To model a 
plucked-string instrument physically, analyzing its strings may be a good starting point. 
In this paper, a novel strategy for the modeling and analysis of acoustic musical strings is 
proposed. In order to obtain the vibration of an acoustic string, a measurement device 
with multiple sets of electromagnetic pickups is built. A recurrent network based on the 
Kelly-Lochbaum structure with multiple sets of system parameters is proposed to simu-
late the time-varying vibrating behavior of a target string. A fast training algorithm com-
bining BPTT and SARPROP is also proposed to train the network automatically. The 
well-trained recurrent network based model can be regarded as a close simulation model 
of a real string, and using the model, it becomes easier to understand the characteristics 
of a string under different conditions when it vibrates. 
 
Keywords: musical strings, plucked-string instruments, recurrent network, Kelly- 
Lochbaum structure, physical modeling 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A good musical instrument without high quality strings cannot produce nice sounds. 
Different strings can lead to large differences in timbre. The material and construction of 
strings are the main factors affecting how they sound. In general, good strings produce 
rich harmonics that usually decay slowly and, thus, are well constructed, very uniform, 
and close to linear. Such strings are usually used in guitars and violins. Strings used in 
traditional Chinese instruments are sometimes made of exotic materials, such as silk, gut, 
or tree fiber. They are sometimes not very uniform, and their characteristics are not linear. 
This also makes the sounds produced by these instruments very unique. For example, the 
sounds of steel strings are considered to be too hard, and the sounds of nylon strings too 
soft. Therefore, different constructions have been experimented with. Nylon wound steel 
strings and nylon wrapped silk wound steel strings are two frequently used types. They 
generate sounds very different from those produced by steel or nylon strings, and they 
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don’t sound the same as silk strings, either. In our experiment, Chin, guitar, and Pipa 
strings were compared. The Chin strings were nylon wrapped silk wound steel strings, 
the guitar strings were solid or steel wound strings, and the Pipa strings were nylon 
wound steel strings. 

In the past few decades, numerous techniques for modeling and synthesizing strings 
have been developed, such as the Frequency Modulation (FM) and Wavetable techniques 
[1-5]. The goal of these techniques is to produce synthesized musical tones that are ex-
actly the same as those produced by real instruments. However, they usually fall short in 
the following respects: sound quality, realism, complexity, flexibility, etc. Thus, physical 
modeling approaches have become more and more ubiquitous due to the realistic sounds 
they produce [6-8]. The basic idea behind the physical modeling synthesis technique is to 
simulate the vibration behavior of a musical instrument, for example, by modeling the 
reed and pipe of a wind instrument or by modeling the strings and top plate of a plucked 
string instrument [9-11]. Among the various physical-modeling music synthesis methods 
proposed so far, the Digital Waveguide Filter (DWF) based approaches are the most 
popular and practical ones. The general DWF for a vibrating string [7] is derived starting 
from the 1-D wave equation for an ideal vibrating string [12] and consists of bi-direc-
tional delay lines with loss factors within each delay line used to simulate the behavior of 
traveling waves propagating within a lossy vibrating string. The Kelly-Lochbaum equa-
tions [13] can be incorporated into this model to simulate the vibration-transmitting 
mechanism as well as the non-uniform mechanical impedance situation [14]. A model- 
based neural network called the Scattering Recurrent Network (SRN) was proposed to 
model and analyze the dynamics of various acoustic strings. A string can be approxi-
mately regarded as a one-dimensional instrument. This allows for a simpler implementa-
tion of the SRN and requires less computation to train the network. Another advantage of 
SRN is that the model parameters can be obtained automatically by using the measure-
ment as the training signal and by training algorithms for the recurrent network [15]. 
There are also some disadvantages with of the SRN approach. First, it only works for 
uniform strings, such as guitar or cello strings. For Chin strings, the training seems to not 
be able to converge to a satisfactory solution. Second, the training takes too much time to 
converge. In this paper, modifications are proposed to deal with the above problems. 
Because it is not necessary to use a long signal to train the network, the result is a better 
representation of the string characteristics under certain vibration conditions obtained in 
a short period of time. Multiple sets of parameters can be obtained to analyze the string’s 
characteristics under different conditions. To speed up the training and obtain better sys-
tem parameters, a training algorithm that combines BPTT and SARPROP is used [15, 
16]. The training data are obtained by measuring the vibration of the acoustic string ex-
cited by a single pluck. In order to obtain these measurements, we constructed a 
steel-string measurement system, which consists of three Dimarzio Virtual Vintage elec-
tromagnetic pickups placed in parallel and equally spaced under the string to measure the 
vibrations of the chosen string [17]. The measured signals from the pickups are sampled 
and stored in a personal computer fusing an Event Layla digital interface [18, 19]. In our 
experiments, the proposed recurrent network with suitable system parameters success-
fully simulated the vibration of a specific plucked string. If this network can be regarded 
as a simulation model of the target string, then it can be used to analyze the tested string 
because the system parameters are strongly related to the string physics. Aspects such as 
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the impulse response, reflection and energy absorption of strings can be easily obtained. 
In this study, analyses of different strings were performed using the above methodology. 
The differences among strings were easily revealed. 

In section 2, measurements of various musical strings are presented, and their re-
spective characteristics are discussed. In section 3, the analysis model is introduced. The 
relation between the proposed model and the physics of musical strings is presented. A 
hybrid-training algorithm and a training procedure are presented in section 4. Experi-
ments are described in section 5. A conclusion and future works are given in section 6.  

2. MEASUREMENT OF MUSICAL STRINGS 

We built the string measurement device as shown in Fig. 1. A musical string is in-
stalled with its two ends fixed. The chosen target strings, Chin, guitar and Pipa strings, 
were all steel-based strings. Therefore, it was easier to measure their vibrations using 
electromagnetic pickups; hence, no attached type sensor was necessary. In this device, 
three Dimarzio® Virtual Vintage Solo electromagnetic pickups [17] usually found in 
electric guitars were placed under the string in parallel and equally spaced to measure the 
vibrations of the chosen steel string in different sampling positions. An electromagnetic 
pickup consisting of a coil with a permanent magnet was used. The plucked steel string 
caused magnetic flux changes for the pickups, and electrical signals were induced 
through the coil. The more pickup units were used in the system, the more measured data 
could be obtained for dynamic analysis and training of the proposed recurrent synthesis 
network. Furthermore, the pickup units were supplied with sliding seats so that they 
could be moved along the track under the string to different positions whenever required. 
In our experiments, the vibrations of the target strings at various sampling positions were 
measured synchronously. When a string was plucked, all the measurements obtained at 
on the pickups were sampled at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate and 16-bit quantization level, 
and then stored in a PC using the Event Layla digital interface [18, 19]. 

Pre-amp

A/D

Pre-amp

A/D

Pre-amp

A/D

string electromagnetic pickup
fixed end

multi-track
recording
system

 
Fig. 1. The steel-string measurement set-up. 
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Fig. 2 shows the frequency responses of the measurements for three strings obtained 
through Short-Time-Fourier analyses. The harmonics and the decay pattern of the guitar 
string shown in Fig. 2 (c) are nice and uniform. The decay of the Pipa string is very fast 
as shown in Fig. 2 (b) because Pipa players usually don’t want to let the instrument reso-
nate too much due to their playing styles. The decay of the Chin string is not as fast as 
that of the Pipa string. Thus, the behavior of both the Pipa string and the Chin string are 
not as good as that of the guitar string. It was noted that it is not possible to measure a 
response longer than 5 seconds after plucking because the pickup was not sensitive 
enough and will induce more sensor noise for our analysis work. 

   
(a)                                      (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 2. Short-time fourier transforms of three musical strings. (a) Analysis of the vibration of a 
Chin E2 string. (b) Analysis of the vibration of a Pipa D3 string. (c) Analysis of the vibra-
tion of a guitar E4 string. 
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3. SIMULATION MODEL OF MUSICAL STRINGS 

In fact, an acoustic string should be considered as a 3-dimensional object, and the 
physical model should also be a 3-dimensional one. While it is possible to build such a 
model [20], too much computation may be required to obtain the model parameters. The 
1-D wave equation for an ideal vibrating string was derived by Morse [12]. If an ideal 
string with fixed ends is plucked, it will vibrate circularly and eternally. In most situa-
tions, energy loss is caused by friction with the surrounding air, resulting in termination, 
and by internal friction [9, 21]. Since a real string, especially one used in a Chinese in-
strument, such as the Chin and Pipa, may not be uniform in its construction, scattering 
junctions are applied to model a non-uniform string [14]. A scattering junction deals with 
the situation where a traveling wave may reflect as well as pass through a position if the 
respective characteristic impedances from the two sides of the position are not identical 
[21, 22]. If there is a non-uniform junction on a string, the characteristic impedances of 
the two sides are Z1 and Z2 as shown in Fig. 3. The rightward-moving traveling wave 
flowing to this junction from the left-hand side and the leftward-moving traveling force 
wave flowing to this junction from the right-hand side are 1

rϕ  and 2 ,lϕ  respectively. 
Physically, the string displacement must be a continuous function of its position such that 
the displacement on the left-hand side of the junction is equal to the displacement on the 
right-hand side of this junction. In addition, the sum of the traveling waves meeting at the 
junction is zero [22, 23]. These two laws are identical with the situation stated by 
Kirchoff’s node equations [24]. Let 1

lf  and 2
rf  be the traveling waves departing from 

the junction and flowing to the two sides, respectively. According to Kirchoff’s node 
equations, the relation between the traveling waves can be described as follows [23]: 

1 2(1 ) (1 ) ,J
r ly ρ ϕ ρ ϕ= − + +                                            (1) 

and 

1 1 2 1

2 1 2 2

( ) (1 ) ,

(1 ) ,
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                                    (2) 

where ρ is the reflection coefficient defined as 

2 1

2 1

,
Z Z

Z Z
ρ −

=
+

                                                      (3) 

and yJ represents the displacement of a junction within a plucked string. Eqs. (1) and (2), 
also called the Kelly-Lochbaum structure [23, 25], indicate that the traveling wave de-
parting from the junction can be computed by subtracting the traveling wave belonging 
to the same segment flowing into the junction from the displacement magnitude of the 
junction. In addition, the displacement magnitude can be computed by summing the ar-
riving traveling waves multiplied by their individual factions (1 − ρ) and (1 + ρ). 

The Kelly-Lochbaum Lattice structure is regarded as a good approximation of an 
acoustic string. Once the computational model for a specific string with suitable  
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Fig. 3. A non-uniform junction, where the characteristic impedances on the two sides are not iden- 
tical. 

 
parameters is available, it is possible to accurately analyze the characteristics of the 
string with respect to its magnitude of vibration during vibration. To achieve the above 
goals, it is necessary to determine the associated parameters of the model used for a spe-
cific instrument by analyzing the recorded tones or even by modeling the instrument it-
self. The Scattering Recurrent Network (SRN) based on the Kelly-Lochbaum Lattice 
structure was proposed to model acoustic strings [23, 26]. The SRN model is shown in 
Fig. 4. There are two types of system parameters to be determined. Parameters of the first 
type, denoted by wi,j, represent energy loss factors. Parameters of the second type, de-
noted by ρi, represent the reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficients are used to 
model the scattering phenomenon when a string is not uniform at a physical position. 
Such positions are called scattering junctions [22]. These two types of system parameters 
are the two main characteristics of a string. There are three types of neurons in an SRN. 
In Fig. 4, the big circle, labeled y, called the displacement neuron, represents the dis- 
placement of the simulated string at a longitudinal sampling position. The hollow circles 
and solid circles, labeled f and ϕ, called the departure neurons and the arrival neurons, 
respectively, represent the traveling wave departing from as well as flowing into a scat-
tering junction. 
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Fig. 4. The scattering recurrent network synthesis model. 

 
There are two stages in simulating the vibration of a plucked string using the SRN 

model. The first stage is the initialization stage, and the second one is the propagation 
stage.  
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Initialization stage 
In this stage, the initial values for displacement neurons and departure neurons are 

provided. Let the initial “plucking waveform” corresponding to displacement neuron yi be 
defined as Ii. The operation of initialization stage is  

 
for i = 1, …, N 
yi(0) = Ii 
fi-1,i(0) = fi+1,i(0) = 0.5 ⋅ yi(0) 
end for 
 

where N is the number of displacement neurons. Because the string is released after it is 
stretched and held still for a while, the initial plucking waveform is divided equally into 
traveling waves of the upper track and the lower track, respectively [23].  
 
Propagation stage 

After the initialization stage is finished, the computational model is ready to simu-
late the vibration of a plucked musical string. According to Fig. 4, the dynamics of the 
proposed model can be computed [25, 27]. The procedure is shown as follows: 

 
t = 0 
a(⋅): activation function 
net_*: net input of neuron * 
 
Repeat 
for i = 1, 2, …, N − 1 
   ϕi+1,i(t + 1) = a(net_ϕi+1,i(t + 1)) = a(wi+1,i ⋅ fi+1,i(t)) 
   ϕi,i+1(t + 1) = a(net_ϕi,i+1(t + 1)) = a(wi,i+1 ⋅ fi,i+1(t)) 
end for 
 
y1(t + 1) = yN(t + 1) = 0 
for i = 2, …, N − 1 
   yi(t + 1) = a(net_yi(t + 1)) = a((1 − ρi) ⋅ ϕi,i-1(t + 1) + (1 + ρi) ⋅ ϕi,i+1(t + 1)) 
end for 
 
for i = 1, 2, …, N − 1 
   fi+1,i(t + 1) = a(net_fi+1,i(t + 1)) = a(yi(t + 1) − ϕi,i+1(t + 1)) 
   fi,i+1(t + 1) = a(net_fi,i+1(t + 1)) = a(yi+1(t + 1) − ϕi+1,i(t + 1)) 
end for  
 
t = t + 1 
Until (synthesis stops) 
 
It should be noted that the activation functions of neurons are all identity functions 

in order to match the string physics [9] and reduce the computation load. Instead of using 
only one set of system parameters [23], multiple sets of system parameters are used be-
cause the characteristics of a vibrating string are not fixed. This will be discussed in the 
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next section. The system outputs are the outputs of displacement neurons corresponding 
to the physical positions of pickups. 

4. MULTI-STAGE TRAINING PROCEDURE 

Since the string length, string tension and other factors keep changing when a string 
vibrates, multiple sets of system parameters have to be used. A multi-stage training pro-
cedure as shown in Fig. 5 is employed. The first set of system parameters is determined 
in Stage #1. The measurement data from 0 to T1 are used as the training vector, and the 
resulting parameters are used to simulate the vibration in this stage. The Stage #2 training 
uses the measurement from T1 to T2 as the training vector and obtains the second set of 
parameters. This procedure continues until the training procedure is finished. A preset 
threshold is used to determine whether the difference between the simulation result and 
the measurement is too large and a new stage is necessary. 

Plucked string
analysis/synthesis model

Stage #1, #2, . . .

1T 2T

Stage #1 Stage #2 Stage #3. . .

t0

Measurement

 
Fig. 5. Multi-stage training procedure for determining of model parameters. 

 
For the training of recurrent networks, the backpropagation-through-time (BPTT) 

algorithm, which is an extension of the standard backpropagation algorithm [15, 28], is 
widely used. The structure of the network has to be unfolded by growing the topology 
layer by layer along the time steps in order to create a multi-layer feedforward network. 
In [23], the BPTT method was also used to train the SRN synthesis model. 
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In this paper, a training method that combines BPTT with a fast training algorithm, 
called the Simulated Annealing Resilient Back-Propagation (SARPROP) method [16], is 
used to train the string model, and the converging speed is much faster than that of BPTT. 
The SARPROP method was proposed for feedforward neural network training. This al-
gorithm combines a quick gradient descent algorithm, called resilient backpropagation 
(RPROP) [29], with a simulated annealing (SA) based global search technique [30]. 
RPROP takes into account the sign of the gradient as seen by a particular parameter in-
stead of the magnitude of the gradient. SA involves adding random noise to parameter 
updates and gradually decreasing the weights of the updates in the training process. 

Though SARPROP exhibits very good performance in feedforward network training, 
it is not stable in recurrent network training. It has been found that the convergence of 
SARPROP depends very much on the initialization of training. To improve the conver-
gence, a hybrid-training method consisting of BPTT and SARPROP is used, and the 
flowchart is shown as Fig. 6. In Stage #1, BPTT training is used to obtain the initial values  
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Fig. 6. The hybrid-training algorithm consisting of BPTT and SARPROP for the training procedure 
of the proposed model. 
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of the system parameters for SARPROP. Then, SARPROP is used to fine-tune these pa-
rameters to achieve stable convergence. In the other stages, BPTT is simply used to cal-
culate the gradient values of the system parameters for each epoch. Then, they are trans-
ferred to SARPROP to determine the amount of adjustment needed for fast convergence. 
The device shown in Fig. 1 has three pickups. Let A be the set of displacement neurons 
with measured data at time t. The error signals at time t are defined as 

( ) ( ), ,
( )

otherwise,0,
i i

i

d t y t i A
e t

− ∈
= 


                                       (4) 

where yi(t) is the output of the i-th displacement neuron at time t and di(t) is the corre-
sponding measurement of yi(t). The error function at time t is defined as 

2

( )

1
( ) ( ),

2 i
i A t

E t e t
∈

= ∑                                                   (5) 

and the cost function to be minimized for one stage is 

1

0

0 1
1

( , ) ( ),
t

total

t t

E t t E t
= +

= ∑                                               (6) 

where t1 is the last time step and t0 is the initial time instant in a stage. By using BPTT 
[18], the gradient values corresponding to the reflection coefficients can be computed as 
follows:  

1

0

0 1
, 1 , 1

1

( , )
( ) ( ( ) ( )),

total t

i i i i i
t ti

E t t
y t t tδ ϕ ϕ

ρ + −
= +

∂
= ⋅ −

∂ ∑                             (7) 

where δyi(t) represents the gradient value of displacement neuron yi at time t. The gradi-
ent values corresponding to the energy loss factors are computed as follows:  
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                                (8) 

where δϕi+1,i(t) and δϕi-1,i(t) represent the gradient values of arrival neurons ϕi+1,i and ϕi-1,i 
at time t, respectively. The gradient values of displacement neurons can be obtained as 
follows:  

0 1
1, 1,

( , )
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( _ ( )).

_ ( )

total

i i i i i i i
i

E t t
y t e t f t f t a net y t

net y t
δ δ δ− +

∂ ′= = − + + ⋅
∂

          (9) 
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The gradient values of the departure neurons in the upper and lower tracks can be ob-
tained as follows: 

0 1
1, 1, 1, 1,

1,

0 1
1, 1, 1, 1,

1,

( , )
( )  ( 1) ( _ ( )),

_ ( )

( , )
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           (10) 

Similarly, the gradient values of the arrival neurons can be obtained as follows: 
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In Stage #1, 1000-epoch BPTT training is used to obtain the initial values of the 
system parameters for SARPROP. Then, 1000-epoch SARPROP (with BPTT used to 
calculate the gradient values of the system parameters for each epoch) is used to 
fine-tune these parameters to achieve stable convergence. In the other stages, BPTT is 
simply used to calculate the gradient values of the system parameters for each epoch. 
Then, they are transferred to the SARPROP to determine the amount of adjustment 
needed for fast convergence. The number of iterations is also 1000. 

The learning parameters of SARPROP are determined empirically based on the 
magnitude and the size of the training signal. The initial update parameter ∆0 is 0.0001. 
The temperature parameter T is 0.01. The rest of the constants are set as follows: η+ = 1.2, 
η− = 0.5, ∆max = 0.2, and ∆min = 1 × 10−10.  

Instead of random values, the initial values of the synthesis parameters can be as-
signed as reasonable values according to the physical characteristics of the target instru-
ment. This is different from other applications that use neural networks as their parame-
ter-finding mechanisms. Physically, the range of the parameters corresponding to reflec-
tion coefficients should fall within [− 1, 1], and the loss factors should be very close to 
unity.    

5. MODELING OF ACOUSTIC STRINGS 

In the following experiments, we used the proposed method to model a guitar string, 
a Pipa string and a Chin string. The physical characteristics of the musical strings used 
for modeling are shown in Table 1. Three pickups were used in the device shown in Fig. 
1 to measure the vibrations of the plucked strings at various positions such that the train-
ing vectors could be obtained. Pickup-1, Pickup-2 and Pickup-3 were placed in parallel 
and an equal distance apart under the stretched string. Pickup-1 was placed on the left 
side, Pickup-2 was placed in the middle and Pickup-3 was placed on the right side. In the  
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Table 1. Physical characteristics of the musical strings used for modeling. 

Musical 
strings 

Chin E2 string Pipa D3 string Guitar E4 string 

Fundamental 
Freq. 

84 Hz 164 Hz 330 Hz 

String 
material 

Nylon-wrapped-silk-wound 
steel string 

Nylon-wound-solid-steel 
string 

Steel-wound-solid-steel 
string 

 
training phase, the measured signals were used as the training vector. The model pa-
rameters were obtained by using the algorithm given in section 4. In the re-synthesis 
phase, the proposed model could simulate the vibrations of the strings. This required only 
a virtual pluck waveform as the excitation signal instead of a recorded wavetable of con-
siderable size [31]. 

The response of the Chin E2 string measured with Pickup-3 is shown in Fig. 7 (a). 
The fundamental frequency was tuned to 84 Hz. The associated synthetic plucked-string 
tone produced by the procedure described in section 3 is shown in Fig. 7 (b). The result is 
very close to the original signal. The zoom-in plots of Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 8. Figs. 8 
(a) and (b) show the waveforms of the measured signal and synthetic signal of the Chin 
E2 string within the time steps [1, 10000], respectively. Figs. 8 (c) and (d) show the  
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(a) Measurement. 
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(b) Synthesis. 

Fig. 7. Original tone and synthetic tone produced by the Chin E2 string. 
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Fig. 8. The zoom-in plots of Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show the waveforms of the measured signal and 
synthetic signal of the Chin E2 string within the time steps [1, 10000], respectively. (c) and 
(d) show the waveforms of the measured signal and synthetic signal of the Chin E2 string 
within the time steps [15001, 25000], respectively. 
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waveforms of the measured signal and synthetic signal within the time steps [15001, 
25000], respectively. We can find that the characteristics of the waveforms in these two 
intervals are quite different; however, the synthetic results of the proposed system agree 
with the measurement data pretty well. Comparing the Short-Time-Fourier-Transforms 
of the two signals shown in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 9 reveals that they are also very close to 
each other. In fact, if the time domain responses are similar, the frequency domain re-
sponses should also be similar since they are just different ways of representing signals. 
The phase response of STFT is usually not shown because human ears are insensitive to 
phase information when tones are nearly stable. It should be noted that phase is very im-
portant in the transient. Good time domain responses represent good magnitude re-
sponses and phase responses. Therefore, only time domain results will shown for the rest 
of the experiments. 

 
Fig. 9. STFT of the Chin E2 synthetic tone. 

 
The Pipa D3 string was tuned to 146 Hz, and the guitar E4 string was tuned to 330 

Hz. The time domain responses of the original signals and the synthetic signals for the 
Pipa string and the guitar string are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The original 
signal and the synthetic signal are very similar in these two cases. As expected, the guitar 
string has the most uniform characteristics of all, and the Chin string has the most com-
plicated response because of its unusual structure and material. The second harmonic of 
the Chin string decays in about the first 0.5 second after the pluck and recover afterwards. 
Then, the second harmonic decays with the other harmonics after they reach a peak value. 
This is a unique feature not found in other strings. At first, we suspected that this came 
from the influence of the string set-up device. After we tried all the strings (6 guitar 
strings, 4 Pipa strings and 7 Chin strings), we found that only the 5 Chin strings (C2, D2, 
E2, G2, and A2) had this kind of behavior. Nevertheless, the beating phenomenon still 
existed in the measured waveform [32]. This was due to the fact that the two termination 
ends were not actually mechanically grounded. This shouldn’t be a problem once a more 
rigid setup device is built. The proposed methodology still works. 
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Fig. 10. Original tone and synthetic tone of the Pipa D3 string.  
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Fig. 11. Original tone and synthetic tone of the guitar E4 string. 
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Table 2 shows the experimental results of musical-string modeling performed using 
the proposed method. The Signal-To-Noise-Ratios (SNR) are 21.41 dB, 23.51 dB and 
27.01 dB for the Chin, Pipa and guitar strings, respectively. Most of the errors are con-
tributed by the high frequency harmonics because the higher harmonics have much less 
energy than the lower harmonics. Therefore, the training emphasizes minimization of the 
lower harmonics error. Once the training is trapped in a local minimum, it is very diffi-
cult to leave the minimum and search for a new direction to minimize the higher har-
monics error. This is a common characteristic of most gradient type algorithms [27]. To 
improve the SNR, it is necessary to modify the training algorithm. Nevertheless, the 
proposed model is still quite accurate for lower harmonics responses that affect the tim-
bre most. 
 

Table 2. Experimental results of musical-string modeling conducted using the proposed 
method. 

Musical strings Chin E2 string Pipa D3 string Guitar E4 string 
Numbers of 
iterations for 
training 

Stage #1: 
BPTT: 1000 
SARPROP:1000 
The other stages: 
SARPROP:1000 

Stage #1: 
BPTT: 1000 
SARPROP:1000 
The other stages: 
SARPROP:1000 

Stage #1: 
BPTT: 1000 
SARPROP:1000 
The other stages: 
SARPROP:1000 

Number of 
Stages 

10 10 10 

SNR 21.41 dB 23.51 dB 27.01 dB 

 
Since the response of the simulation model is close to that of its acoustic counterpart, 

it is possible for us to better understand the characteristics of the target string through its 
associated simulation model. As stated previously, the characteristics of a string are not 
fixed. The simulation models of a string should also be different for different time peri-
ods. It is difficult to characterize such a changing system by using STFT analysis only 
because STFT analysis requires a signal segment of considerable size to maintain the 
frequency resolution. The proposed method can be used as a supplement since it does not 
require such a signal for training. Because impulse response analysis is one of the best 
ways to understand a system, impulse signals were applied to the simulation models cor-
responding to the three strings. Fig. 12 shows the impulse responses of three different 
simulation models at 90 msec and 0.227 sec, respectively. The frequency analyses of 
these three models at different time instants are shown in Fig. 13. By examining the im-
pulse responses and frequency responses of the same string shown in Figs. 12 (a-b) and 
Figs. 13 (a-b), it is easier to see the difference in the string characteristics in different 
time periods. For example, comparing the impulse responses of the Chin string, it is 
found that the energy loss in the later period is larger than that in the earlier period. An-
other interesting phenomenon is revealed by the fact that Figs. 13 (e) and (f) are very 
similar to each other. That is to say, the string characteristics very little with time for the 
guitar string. Figs. 13 (a) and (b) are very different, which means that the characteristics 
change a lot. It is worth pointing out that the characteristics of the Pipa string seem to fall  
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(a) Chin, at 90 msec.                        (b) Chin, at 0.227 sec. 
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(c) Pipa, at 90 msec.                        (d) Pipa, at 0.227 sec.  
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(e) Guitar, at 90 msec.                     (f) Guitar, at 0.227 sec.  

Fig. 12. Impulse responses of the simulation models for the Chin E2 string, Pipa D3 string and 
guitar E4 string. (a), (c), and (e) were obtained by using the model parameters at 90 msec. 
(b), (d), and (f) were obtained by using the model parameters at 0.227 sec. 
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(a) Chin, at 90 msec.                        (b) Chin, at 0.227 sec.  
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(e) Guitar, at 90 msec.                       (f) Guitar, at 0.227 sec.  

Fig. 13. The frequency analyses of the impulse responses in Fig. 12. 

 
between those of the Chin string and the guitar string. The energy decays faster than it 
does for the guitar string. The Pipa string is more similar to the Chin string in this respect, 
based on a comparison of Figs. 12 (c-d), (a-b) and (e-f). However, the harmonics are 
more similar to those of the guitar string, based on a comparison of Figs. 13 (c-d), (a-b) 
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and (e-f). Examining Figs. 12 (a-f), it is seen that peaks appear almost periodically in the 
six figures. The peaks of the guitar string are very nicely distributed throughout, but 
those of the Chin string and the Pipa string are not as well behaved. It is not known why 
these phenomena happen in these strings. Perhaps string makers can enlighten us about 
these phenomena based on the structures and materials of strings.  

To exclude the factor that the three strings were tuned to different pitches, three 
kinds of D3 strings were used because they are commonly used in all the instruments. 
The analysis results obtained at 0.3 sec are shown in Fig. 14. It is found that the total 
energy decay of the Pipa string is similar to that of the Chin string, but that the relation-
ship among the lower harmonics is closer to that of the guitar string. The guitar string is a 
steel-wound-solid-steel string. The Chin string is a nylon-wrapped-silk-wound steel 
string. The Pipa string is a nylon-wound-solid-steel string without silk inside the nylon 
part. The Pipa string is similar to the other two strings in different respects. Whether this 
due to the different structures and materials of the strings or not will require further ex-
periments and information from string makers to determine. This is certainly beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

It should be noted that the fourth harmonics of the original signals were small be-
cause the initial pluck had less energy on this harmonic. For example, if the pluck were 
applied exactly in the middle position of the string, all of the even harmonics would dis-
appear [9]. Therefore, the proposed model cannot simulate the characteristics at this 
harmonic. It is suggested that users pluck the string at different positions to obtain more 
training data. 

dB
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Fig. 14. The frequency analyses of the D strings of three different instruments at 0.3 sec after the 
pluck. The upper graph is for the guitar D string. The middle graph is for the Pipa D string. 
The lower graph is for the Chin D string. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, a new method for analyzing acoustic strings has been presented. The 
structure of the simulation model has been derived and configured based on string phys-
ics. The necessary model parameters for the target strings have been obtained by using 
the proposed training algorithm and measurements of these plucked strings. Experiments 
have been performed using different kinds of strings. Combined with STFT analysis, this 
method provides different kinds of information about musical strings. 

Another advantage of the proposed method is that it can be applied to synthesize the 
tones of a specific string. It is known that synthesizing guitar instruments tones may not 
be very difficult. However, to synthesize the tones of a specific guitar may not be easy. 
This research has provided a general methodology for this purpose although synthesizing 
a guitar tone should also involve modeling of the bridge, body, etc. if physical modeling 
methods are used. 

The proposed method also has its limitations. For example, if the energy of some 
harmonics is much lower than that of others, the current training algorithm tends to ne-
glect their contribution, and the simulation model is not able to accurately reflect the 
characteristics of the string at these harmonics. If this is caused by the plucking positions, 
plucking the string many times at different positions should solve this problem.  

Our future works can be summarized as follows. A new training algorithm will be 
needed to improve the SNR by taking the energy of the harmonics into account. A new 
synthesis algorithm should also be developed not just for synthesizing a string but also 
for synthesizing a musical instrument. 
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